,343 markers (SNPs in common with the external populations in the 14K data set). PC1 separates the populations in a north-south gradient (Copts are originally from Egypt), whereas PC2 separates the nomadic Fulani from settled populations. The same structure between populations is recovered as in Fig. 2 , even though the intra-population variation is higher. Supplementary Fig. S 2. Principal component analysis of six world-wide populations from 1000 Genomes Project using different number of SNPs. Plots show PC1 and PC2 using: a) 3M SNPs available from 1000 Genomes Project, b) 143,602 SNPs present in the Immunochip (140K data set), and c) 14, 343 SNPs common between our newly genotyped populations and the reference populations we added to provide a continental context: Egyptian, Qatari, MKK, LWK and YRI samples (14K data set). Intra-population variability increases with lower number of SNPs, but the same population structure is recovered regardless of the number of SNPs. CEU = Utah residents with Northern and Western European ancestry; GBR = British in England and Scotland; CHB = Han Chinese in Bejing, China; JPT = Japanese in Tokyo, Japan (JPT); LWK = Luhya from Webuye, Kenya; and YRI = Yoruba from Ibadan, Nigeria. Plot shows PC1 and PC2 using a) 9,221 genic SNPs and b) 133,724 intergenic SNPs (intergenic and intronics SNPs) genotyped in the Immunochip. c,d) We also performed PCA on ten random subsets of 10,000 intergenic SNPs to test whether the same population structure could be recovered with a equivalent sample size as the genic SNPs (shown two example plots). We observe a similar population structure as in Fig. 2 , regardless of the subset of SNPs used. Cross-validation error estimates of the 14 populations for the ADMIXTURE analysis. Plots show standard error of the crossvalidation error estimates for each of the 10 clusters tested (from k = 1 through k = 10) when a) all 921 individuals were analysed and b) a random subset of 18 individuals was chosen from each of the 14 populations to avoid sample size bias (252 individuals). When population sample size is taken into account the optimal number of ancestral clusters decreases by half (from six to three). Supplementary Fig. S 9 . ADMIXTURE results for k = 2 through k = 10 for the 14 populations using all 921 individuals. Columns represent individuals, where the size of each colour segment represents the proportion of ancestry from each cluster. For the cross-validation error estimation, k = 1 was calculated but is not shown here. The optimal number of clusters ranges from 5 to 7. MKK = Maasai from Kinyawa, Kenya; LWK = Luhya from Webuye, Kenya; YRI = Yoruba from Ibadan, Nigeria. Supplementary Table S1 . Detailed sample information of the populations analysed in the present study, including sampling location and total number of individuals. ) and the estimate mixing proportions are within bounds (α L is the lower bond and α U is the upper bound of α, where α is the admixture proportion by which was formed the target population from the ancestral population of source population 1). The pairs with the most negative results are summarized in Table 2 in the main text. 
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Overview of the Immunochip
The Immunochip (Illumina Infinium single-nucleotide polymorphism microarray) was originally designed for deep replication of meta-genome-wide association studies (GWASs): 2.000 independent association signals for 11 immune-mediated diseases were included, based on early 1000 Genomes Pilot data (February 2010 release), mainly on . Also, when working with genotyping arrays the problem of ascertainment bias should be addressed. To assess whether our inferences on population structure and population differentiation were robust to the peculiarities of the Immmunochip, we tested our assumptions using data from 1000 Genomes Project 4 with no ascertainment bias or from "neutral" Immmunochip SNPs.
Genotype Data and Quality Control
Samples were collected between June-September 2010 using Oragene.DNA saliva kit (Supplementary Table S1 ). Duplicated markers, and samples and markers with more than information. After manual revision and checking with the sample coordinator, sex codes based on SNP data were imputed in the original file and a new file with the revised gender assignments was created. 
Principal Component Analysis
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was performed using Eigensoft (version 5.0.1) and all principal components plotted were significant (Tracy-Widom statistic p-value < 0.001) 10 . As the number of common markers between all platforms was relatively low (14, 343 SNPs), we tested whether this number was enough to detect structure in African populations. We applied PCA on the 140K set using only the subset of common markers shared with the other genotyping platforms (14,343 SNPs). The same pattern between populations observed when all available SNPs are considered ( Supplementary Fig. S1a , explained in main text) is recovered using less than 15,000 SNPs ( Supplementary Fig. S1b ). A minimum of 10,000 markers has been reported to be sufficient to identify population structure in African populations in a global context 11 , and we show that less than 15,000 markers are enough to detect structure in a continental context.
Recovering Population Structure with the Immunochip
However, as mention before, the Immunochip does not have a representative selection of genome-wide SNPs. To assess whether the particular SNPs present in the Immunochip can recover population structure, we used data from the 1000 Genomes Project. We In Supplementary Fig. S2 we can see how the genetic structure between world-wide populations is maintained across the different data sets of SNPs used. Even though, the smallest data sets show higher intra-population variability, in our study we are able to separate between geographically close ethnic groups in our Sudanese populations.
We also evaluated the effect of ascertainment bias in the Immunochip using a subset of putative neutral SNPs (SNPs located in intergenic and intronic regions) by PCA. Supplementary Fig. S3 shows PC1 and PC2 using a) 9,221 genic SNPs and b) 133,724
intergenic SNPs (intergenic and intronics SNPs) genotyped in the Immunochip. We observe a similar population structure as in main Fig. 2 , regardless of the subset of SNPs used. We also performed PCA on ten random subsets of 10,000 intergenic SNPs to test whether the same population structure could be recovered with an equivalent sample size as the genic SNPs ( Supplementary Fig. S3c,d) . We show no effect of ascertainment bias of the SNPs used on our conclusions.
Population differentiation
To emphasize population-specific characteristics, as analysed by genetic distances (pairwise F ST ), we excluded population outliers. After inspecting the PCA (main Fig. 2 ), 14 samples were identified as outliers with respect to their populations of origin. Table S2 , Supplementary Fig. S5 )
Admixture Analysis
An unsupervised cluster algorithm, ADMIXTURE (version 1.23) 12 was applied both to the 140K and to 14K data sets. To test whether sample size difference would affect the results of ancestry estimation, a random subset of 25 (140K data set) or 18 (14K data set) individuals was chosen for each population. In each of these four data sets, ten ancestral clusters (k = 1 through 10) were tested successively. A 10-fold cross-validation procedure was applied to identify the value of k for which the model had the best predictive accuracy.
Clustering results were visualized with Distruct
13
.
In the 140K data set, when we use all individuals (447) the statistically supported model is Supplementary Fig. S6a ). When we correct for sample size, the number of clusters that best fit our data decreases, being the best supported model k = 2 ( Supplementary Fig.   S6b ). In the later case, populations from the Sudanese region differentiate in 3 groups: a group from one ancestral population formed by the Coptic population (dark blue), a second group from another ancestral population (light blue) formed by South-West populations Fig. 3 ).
When we run ADMIXTURE in the 14K data set using a random subset of 252 individuals (18 per population), the optimal number of ancestral clusters is 3 (explained in main text, Supplementary Fig. S9 ).
Ruling out recent European admixture
To eliminate the possibility of cryptic recent European admixture in our populations, we extracted 85 non-related individuals from the CEU population (Utah Residents with Northern and Western European ancestry) from the 1000 Genomes Project . We merged them with the 14K data set and applied a PCA and ADMIXTURE analyses using the same procedure as before (see Principal Component and Admixture analyses).
In Supplementary Fig. S11 , we can see how all African and Middle-East populations keep roughly the same relationships among themselves but cluster closer than in the previous PCA (see main Fig. 2 ). This is because the European population forms a separate cluster very different from the other African populations. The ADMIXTURE analysis reveals a new ancestral genetic component given by the European populations (dark blue at k = 2, Supplementary Fig. 12a ). This component represents less than 5 % in the genetic composition of Middle-East and North-Africa populations. Now the best statistically supported model is k = 4, corresponding to the addition of the European population ( Supplementary Fig. 12b ). As the patterns of admixture between Sudanese populations do not change with the addition of a European genetic component, we ruled out the effect of possible recent European admixture in our populations.
F3 ancestry estimation
The three-population test is a formal test to detect admixture between populations implemented in the qp3Pop program from ADMIXTOOLS software package 3 . These tests are of the form f 3 (A; B, C), where a negative value of the f 3 statistic implies that population A (target population) comes from an admixture event between the two ancestral populations of B and C (source populations). The only situation when this test will not detect admixture is when the target population suffered a high-degree of populationspecific drift after the admixture event.
The value of the mixing coefficient involving the first source population (α) can be estimated with qpBound 3 . This value should fall within reasonable boundaries: upper boundary of α should be higher than the lower boundary. To calculate the bonds of α we need an outgroup population that split from the ancestral population of A,B and C before populations A and B split. We used Yoruba as the outgroup population.
We tried every possible combination of source populations for each of our nine target populations. For each comparison we kept the results with a significantly negative value of the f 3 statistic (Z-score < -4, p-value < 3.2×10-5). All four target populations gave a significant result with an ancestral Middle East population (similar to the one that currently inhabits Qatar) and an ancestral West-Africa (similar to Fulani) as source populations (Table 2, Supplementary Table S3 ). This is a case when one of the source populations are To confirm our results and the choice of Yoruba as the outgroup population, we also estimated the mixing proportions with Luhya instead of Yoruba (Supplementary Table S4 ).
Then, the Yoruba population appears in all comparisons, giving a statistically significant value of f 3 and an α value within reasonable boundaries. This is an "outgroup case", where the ancestral population of Yoruba split from the ancestral population of A,B before they did. Despite of the outgroup population used, the comparisons giving the most negative values are the same, confirming that the choice of outgroup is not that relevant for these calculations 3 .
Infectious disease-related genes
To assess whether the SNPs present in the Immunochip for genes related to infectious diseases are a random subset of all the SNPs of those genes, we compared the average F ST values of two sets of SNPs. The first set is formed by all SNPs that belong to
Immunochip genes related to resistance to bacteria, malaria or fungi and present in African populations of 1000 Genomes data 4 . The second set are SNPs that correspond to those present in the Immunochip, belonging to genes related to resistance to malaria, bacteria or fungi, and are also present in the 1000 Genomes data (see Suplementary Tables S5, S6 , and S7). Set 2 is then formed by SNPs of our study and is obviously a subset of Set 1.
We extracted those SNPs from African populations (LWK and YRI) and compared the average F ST value (mean ± standard deviation) of Set 1 and Set 2 using a t-test. We found Table   S8 ). Thus, the SNPs present in the Immunochip for those genes can be considered as a representative sample of all the SNPs in those genes.
We can take the same approach using global F ST values instead of pairwise F ST distances between our 4 sets of Sudanese populations. Then, we observe that globally genes related to resistance to bacteria, malaria or fungi have an average F ST value that is statistically lower than the mean of the sampling distribution ( Supplementary Fig. S13 ).
However, as shown by the pairwise comparisons these results are driven by the similarities of some populations and not by all of them.
